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Prussian Royal Excursion to Brazil, Madeira,  
Tenerife, Mt. Aetna, the Alhambra,  

Gibraltar, and Cádiz

1. ADALBERT, Prince of Prussia. Reise Seiner Koniglichen Hoheit Prinzen 
Adalbert von Preussen nach Brasilien. Nach dem Tagebuche Seiner Koniglichen 
Hoheit mit Hochster Genehmigung auszuglich bearbeitet und herausgegeben. 
Berlin: Hasselberg’sche Verlagshandlung, 1857. 8°, contemporary dark 
green cloth (very minor wear), spine richly gilt in a romantic design. 
Fraktur type. Small piece cut from upper corners of half-title and 
front flyleaf, presumably removing a former owner’s signature. Slight 
marginal foxing on portrait. Otherwise attractive. Overall very good 
condition. Library stamp on title-page. Small armorial blindstamp on 
half title. “2. Sep. 1930” stamped in violet ink in upper outer corner of 
rear free endleaf verso. Small rectangular black on white printed paper 
ticket of “C.A. Heinrich // Buchbinder und // Galanteriearbeiter // 
goerlitz.” in lower outer corner of rear pastedown endleaf. Portrait, (2 
ll.), 749 pp., (1 l.).  $800.00

First edition of this adaptation. Prince Adalbert’s Aus meinem Tagebuche, was printed 
for private distribution only; Kletke rewrote the Prince’s first-person diary as a third-
person narrative and offered it commercially. The frontispiece shows the Prince in full 
military regalia.

Prince Adalbert and his suite arrived in Rio de Janeiro in 1842. From there they 
made several excursions, to Nova Friburgo, Macaé, Campos, etc. Next they sailed to Pará, 
from there up the Amazon to the Xingu, and up the Xingu to a point never before visited 
by Europeans. Upon their return to Pará the Prince and his entourage made excursions 
into Maranhão, Recife and Bahia. The Brazilian section of the book covers pp. 207-749. 
Preceding it is a description of the Prince’s journeys to Aetna, the Alhambra, Gibraltar, 
Cádiz, Madeira and Tenerife, with substantial chapters on each.

❊ Borba de Moraes (1983) I, 14. Berger, Bibliografia do Rio de Janeiro (1980) p. 2. 
Bosch 486. Not in Greenlee Catalogue; Welsh 3837 is an English translation. NUC: DLC, 
NN, WU, PPG, CU. 
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One of 12 Copies Printed on Vellum

2. CAMÕES, Luís [Vaz] de. Os Lusiadas. Leipzig: Typographia Giesecke 
& Devrient (published Porto: Emílio Biel), 1880. Very large 4° (42 x 31.8 
x 12.3 cm.), weighing approximately 15 kilograms, half speckled sheep 
over marbled boards (slight wear), stamped in gilt on front cover, spine 
richly gilt with raised bands in six compartments, gilt letter, marbled 
endleaves. Printed on vellum, with engraved portraits of the dedicatee, 
the Emperor D. Pedro II of Brazil, and Camões, an engraved dedica-
tion statement, and fine photo engraved as well as steel-engraved and 
chromolithographic plates, all on thick paper. Captioned tissue guards. 
Text pages with triple ruled red borders. Very elaborate, fine wood 
engraved headpieces and initials at the beginning of each Canto, and 
elaborate fine wood engraved tailpieces at the end of each Canto. Fine 
condition. António Augusto de Carvalho Monteiro’s copy. Small blue 
stamp of “Casa de S. Sebastião // Castelo Branco” on verso of title 
page. Typed letter signed by José Pires of Mundo do Livro dated June 
1949 enclosed, offering the book to José Maria de Almeida Garrett of 
Castelo Branco. Bookplate of J.[osé] Pinto Ferreira. Small round yellow 
and gold binder’s ticker of Jaime M. Alves, Rua da Misericordia, 114, 
Lisbon, in upper outer corner of front free endleaf verso. (3 ll.), lvi, 375, 
xxxii, xcii pp., 34 plates (the 2 engraved portraits mentioned above, 1 leaf 
with engraved dedication statement, 11 photographic reproductions of 
plates from the the Paris 1817 edition of the Morgado de Mateus, 10 steel 
engravings after original oil paintings, and 10 chromolithographs).  
  $16,000.00

NUMBER 6 of 12 COPIES PRINTED ON VELLUM. This is a truly monumental edi-
tion. The oil paintings which served as models for the steel engravings are by Begas and 
Kostka, of Berlin, and Liezen-Mayer of Stuttgart. The steel engravings themselves were 
executed by Deininger, Goldberg, Krausse, Lindner, Martin, Nüsser, Pickel, Schultheiss, 
and Wagenmann. The initials, headpieces and the final vignettes by Ludwig Berger, were 
designed for wood engravings by Martin Laemmel and P. Grotjohann, and engraved by 
R. Brend’Amour, Kaeseberg and Oertel. The colors of the chromolithographs are striking.

José Gomes Monteiro provides an introduction, notes, tables of variants, and a revi-
sion of the text, based on the second edition of 1572 and that of Hamburg 1834. There is 
also a commemorative poem on Camões and the Lusíadas, by José da Silva Mendes Leal.

The 12 copies printed on vellum were for:
1. D. Pedro II, Emperor of Brazil;
2. D. Fernando II, King of Portugal; 
3. D. Luiz I, King of Portugal;
4. Fernando Pereira Palha;
5. Câmara Municipal de Lisboa;
6. António Augusto de Carvalho Monteiro;
7. Ernesto Chardron;
8. Livraria Ferin, Lisbon;
9. Visconde da Silva Monteiro;
10. Visconde da Ermida;
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11. Cámara Municipal do Porto;
12. Emílio Biel.
The publisher, Emílio Biel [i.e. Karl Emil Biel], was born in Armaberg, Germany, in 

1838, and died at Porto, 1915. After a short stay in Lisbon, he arrived in Porto in 1860. 
Royal photographer to King Fernando of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, he is said to have introduced 
photography to Portugal. In addition to this magnificent edition of the Lusíadas, Biel 
also published Arte e natureza em Portugal (1902-1908), traveling extensively throughout 
Portugal to take the photographs for that eight volume collection. He was one of the 
early proponents of electric lighting, as well as the telephone, and other technological 
innovations in the country. Biel’s interest in technological innovation manifests itself in 
the present volume, which employs several “cutting edge” processes, such as his own 
method of photographic reproduction, and the chromolithographs.

Provenance: António Augusto de Carvalho Monteiro (known as “Monteiro dos 
Milhões”), great capitalist, bibliomaniac and collector (Rio de Janeiro, 1850-Sintra, 
1920). Sold by Mundo do Livro in 1949, at the time the leading Lisbon “carriage trade” 
bookshop to José Maria de Almeida Garrett for the then astronomical sum of “25 con-
tos” (PTE 25.000$00). José Pinto Ferreira, Portuguese army officer and for many years a 
distinguished book collector, specializing in Camões, and the Restauração. 

❊ Pina Martins, Catálogo da exposição bibliograáfica, iconográfica e medalhística de Camões 
53: “Pelo seu esplendor iconográfico, pela magnificência da veste tipográfica e até pela 
excelência de algumas ils., esta ed., assinala, como a do Morgado de Mateus, uma data 
importante na história tipo-iconográfica de Os Lusíadas.” Colecção Camoneana de Jose do 
Canto 117. Braga, Bibliographia Camoneana, pp. 86-7. Innocêncio XIV, 179-83. Palha 1711. On 
Emílio Biel, see Grande enciclopédia, IV, 700. On António Augusto de Carvalho Monteiro, 
see Grande enciclopédia, XVII, 719-20. 

Magnificent Contemporary Binding

3. CHAS, Jean, and M. Lebrun. Histoire politique et philosophique de 
la revolution de l’Amerique Septentrionale. Paris: Chez Favre, An IX 
[1801]. 8°, contemporary straight-grained crimson morocco (only the 
slightest binding wear); elaborately gilt-paneled flat spine with label 
and eight narrow horizontal strips in green morocco; wide intricate 
gilt-tooled dentelle border on both covers, consisting of acorns, ves-
sels and geometric ornaments; wide inner dentelles elaborately gilt; 
doublures and flyleaves of green moiré silk with gilt border and 
Roman fasces in bundles in corners; all edges gilt. Light foxing on 
first few leaves. Very fine condition, in a superb binding. Publisher’s 
verification signature (“Favre”) on second preliminary leaf. (4 ll.), 
viii, 458 pp., (1 l. advertisement).  $2,800.00

Exceptional copy in a magnificent contemporary binding. This is a good French 
history of the American Revolution: it covers major battles and events, and contrasts 
its goals and achievements with those of the French Revolution. The book is dedicated 
to Napoleon as First Consul, who is compared to George Washington. This is the only 
edition listed by Howes or Sabin, though the work originally appeared in 1796.

❊ Howes C313. Sabin 12166. 
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Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?

*4. CLAMORGAN, Jean de. La chasse du loup, necessaire a la maison 
rustique … en laquelle est contenue la nature des loups, & la maniere de les 
prendre, tant par chiens, filets, pieges, qu’autres instrumens: le tout enrichy 
de plusieurs figures & pourtraicts representez apres le naturel …. [Lyon or 
Geneva]: Par Gabriel Cartier, 1597. 8°, modern green half calf, spine 
with raised bands at head and foot, each of the two with small gilt orna-
ments, title stamped vertically in gilt between the bands; all edges gilt. 
Woodcut device on title-page, woodcut headpiece and initial letters, 14 
large woodcut illustrations in text. Slight dampstaining. In fine condi-
tion. Bookplate inside cover: “Ex-Libris John Arthur Brooke / Fenay 
Hall,” with a tasteful illustration of an aristocratic library. 43 pp.  
  $2,800.00

Later edition of this popular work on wolf hunting. Clamorgan first offers obser-
vations drawn from sources as diverse as Aristotle and Olaus Magnus on the natural 
history of wolves and the medicinal uses of preparations derived from wolf excrement 
and body parts. Clamorgan acknowledges that most of the medicinal information (pp. 
15-17) derives from Pliny the Elder’s Natural History, for example: wolf’s liver in mulled 
wine as a cure for a cough, wolf excrement as a cure for cataracts, and wolf fat as a treat-
ment for conjunctivitis. The chapter’s subsections include uses for wolf’s excrement, fat, 
liver, gall, bones, oil, flesh, and hide. Clamorgan also notes that, as stated in Pliny, wolf’s 
parts have been used against magic.

Later chapters address such topics as training bloodhounds for the hunt, how to 
distinguish wolf tracks from dog tracks, and strategies for capturing wolves using traps, 
nets, and decoys. Each method is illustrated by one or more nearly full-page woodcuts.

The Chasse du loup was first printed in 1566 (Paris: J. Du Puys) to accompany the third 
edition of Charles Estienne’s L’agriculture et maison rustique. Both works were frequently 
reprinted well into the seventeenth century and are often found bound together, though 
each also seems to have been published separately on occasion. An earlier Gabriel Cartier 
edition appeared in 1584, without place of publication. The 14 woodcuts in this edition 
are free copies of those in the earlier Du Puys editions.

Clamorgan served in the French navy for nearly 50 years. Although La chasse du 
loup is his only published work, he also wrote an unpublished treatise on navigation 
and shipbuilding.

❊ Schwerdt I, 113: collating 43 + [1 b.] pp. (A-B8, C6). Jeanson 1138. Jeanson sale 
I, lot 138. Thiébaud 350. Souhart 106. Kelso, English Gentleman (suppl.) 119. See also 
Mortimer, French 142n: locating a copy at Harvard and ascribing this edition to Lyon or 
Geneva. NUC: DFo. OCLC: 187119852 (Universitätsbibliothek Tübingen, Württeember-
gische Landesbibliothek, National Library of Sweden); 492076573 (Bibliothèque Sainte-
Geneviève); 80032075 (Folger Shakespeare Library); 43215001 (University of Oxford, with 
L’agriculture, et maison rustique); 718302408 (Bibliothèque de Genève). 
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Detailed Account of the First Flight Across the South Atlantic 
With Stops in the Canary Islands and Cape Verde 

Pre-Dates Lindbergh's North Atlantic Effort by Five Years 
First Long-Distance Flight to Use Rigorous Methods of Aerial Navigation

5. [COUTINHO, Carlos Viegas Gago, and Artur Freire Sacadura 
Cabral]. Relatorio da viagem aerea Lisboa—Rio de Janeiro. Lisbon: n.pr., 
1922. Revista aeronautica, orgão do Aero Club de Portugal. Numero 
especial. Folio (31.2 x 21.5 cm.), contemporary quarter sheep over deco-
rated boards (some rubbing; a bit of wear at foot of spine, corners), spine 
gilt with raised bands in five compartments; original printed wrappers 
bound in. Printed in red and black. Overall in very good condition. 
Small rectangular printed blue on white paper shelf location ticket of 
Fernando Leite de Faria, Leça da Palmeira, with manuscript shelf loca-
tion partially effaced. 66 pp., (1 blank l., 8 ll. advts.), 6 black-and-white 
plates plus a photographic portrait of Gago Coutinho and Sacadura 
Cabral, leaves with facsimiles of handwritten documents, 23 smaller 
reproductions of black-and-white photographs tipped to the pages, and 
a large folding map in red and black showing the route. Mathematical 
diagrams and equations in text. The portrait and facsimile documents 
are counted in the pagination.  $300.00

FIRST EDITION. In the spring of 1922 two of Portugal’s most noted aviators, Saca-
dura Cabral and Gago Coutinho, made the first flight from Europe to South America, 
flying from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro via the Canaries and Cabo Verde. It was the first 
long distance flight in which rigorous methods of aerial navigation were used, and Gago 
Coutinho contributed a lengthy section to this Relatorio describing his methods (pp. 45-62). 
Sacadura Cabral describes the selection and construction of the airplane, preparations for 
the journey and its stages. It is illustrated with photographs taken in the course of the trip.

❊ Grande enciclopédia XII, 22-4. NUC: NN. 

Bound for Brazilian Princess D. Januária 
Daughter of the Emperor D. Pedro I

6. DIABELLI, A[nton]. Sonatina nach dem Duett: Strahlt auf mich der 
Blitz des Goldes” aus der Oper: Der Barbier von Sevilla von Rossini. Für 
das Pianoforte zu vier Händen eingerichtet von ... No. 33 der vierhândigen 
Sonatinen. No. 1836. Braunschweig: Im Musikalischen Magazine von 
J.P. Spehr, n.d. Oblong folio (25.6 x 31 cm.), contemporary (Brazilian?) 
crimson sheep (minor wear at extremities), smooth spine gilt, covers 
elaborately gilt with imperial arms of Brazil gilt, initials “P.D.J.” above 
arms on front cover, edges of covers milled gilt; marbled endleaves, 
text block edges sprinkled blue-green. Engraved title page. Engraved 
musical notation throughout. On thick paper of excellent quality. Some 
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worming, mostly in the blank margins, though sometimes affecting 
text, but without affecting legibility. A few small, light dampstains. The 
binding in very good to fine condition; text in less than good condition. 
(5 ll.), title page unnumbered, verso and following pp. numbered 24-31, 
final p. blank.  $1,600.00

A duet for piano based on an aria in Rossini’s Barber of Seville, which premiered in 
1816. Anton Diabelli (1781-1858) was an Austrian music publisher, editor and composer. 
With Pietro Cappi, he established a music publishing business in 1818; they focused on 
arranging popular pieces such as opera tunes so that they could be played by amateurs 
at home. Diabelli also wrote guitar music, an operetta, several masses, and piano four-
hand pieces like this one that were quite popular. Today he is best known for what began 
as a publicity stunt: he wrote a patriotic waltz and invited every important Austrian 
composer to compose a variation on it. Fifty-one composers submitted entries, includ-
ing Schubert, Carl Czerny, Ignaz Moscheles, and eight-year-old Franz Liszt. Beethoven 
submitted thirty-three variations, commonly known as the Diabelli Variations (Op. 120), 
which constitutes one of Beethoven’s greatest piano works.

Provenance: “P.D.J.” stands for “Princesa Dona Januária”, the second daughter of D. 
Pedro I, Emperor of Brazil and King of Portugal as D. Pedro IV, and his first wife Maria 
Leopoldina, Archduchess of Austria, Empress consort of Brazil, and Queen consort of 
Portugal (1797-1826), daughter of the last Holy Roman Emperor Franz II (later Franz I 
of Austria). Dona Januária was born in Rio de Janeiro, in the Palácio de São Cristóvão, 
Quinta da Boa Vista, 1822. From 1835 until 1845, she held the title Princess Imperial of 
Brazil, as the heir presumptive of her brother the Emperor D. Pedro II. Her marriage 
to Prince Luigi of the Two Sicilies, Count of Aquila (brother of D. Pedro II’s new wife, 
Empress Teresa Cristina) was celebrated on 28 April 1844 in Rio de Janeiro. Her husband 
was a son of King Francesco I of the Two Sicilies and his second wife the Infanta Maria 
Isabella of Spain. Friction developed between the Count of Aquila and D. Januária’s 
brother, the Emperor D. Pedro II. D. Januária and Aquila were eventually permitted to 
leave Brazil in October 1844. In 1845, D. Januária’s position as heir presumptive, and 
the restrictions it entailed, was lost with the birth of D. Pedro II’s first child, D. Afonso, 
Prince Imperial of Brazil. The city of Januária in Minas Gerais was named in her honor. 
She died in Nice in 1901.

❊ Regarding the binding, cf. Brasiliana Itaú, “Encadernação no Brasil”, especially 
p. 477, for a binding on a book printed in Rio de Janeiro, 1824, with some of the same or 
very similar tooling. Not located in OCLC. 

First Edition of This Collection of Accounts of Florida, Ethiopia & Brazil

7. [DISCOVERIES]. Collecção de opusculos reimpressos relativos á historia 
das navegações, viagens, e conquistas dos portugueses. Tomo I, N. I. Relação 
do descobrimento da Florida. 4 numbers in 1 volume [all published]. 
Lisbon: Na Typografia da mesma Academia [Real das Sciencias], 1844. 
4°, twentieth-century limp vellum (slight wear), flat spine richly gilt, 
crimson morocco lettering piece, gilt letter, covers with gilt border and 
gilt acorn in each corner, marbled endleaves, top edges gilt, leather ties, 
original peach printed wrappers of the fourth and final work bound in. 
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Woodcut arms of the Real Academia das Sciencias on title page. Printed 
on “papel selado” of 10 and 40 reis. In very good condition. (3 ll.), xii, 
139 pp., (4 ll.). 4 numbers in 1 volume [all published]. $800.00

First edition of this collection. The original editions, printed in 1557, 1564, 1576, and 
1565, respectively, are almost impossible to obtain.

The Relação do descobrimento da Florida is the second edition, first issue of the Gentle-
man of Elvas’ Relaçam verdadeira dos trabalhos que ho governador don Fernando de Souto e certos 
fidalgos portugueses passarom no descobrimento da provincia da Frolida [sic], first published at 
Évora, 1557. The first edition is extremely rare: Alden & Landis list only four copies, at 
New York Public Library, John Carter Brown, the British Library, and Lisbon, Biblioteca 
da Ajuda. The Relaçam was soon translated into French (Paris, 1599), and from French 
into English by Hakluyt (first edition London, 1609; cf. Allison 21). A Dutch translation 
appeared at Leiden, 1706, but the Portuguese original did not appear again until this 
edition of 1844 by the Academia. A second issue, with a new title-page and an added 
list of works in the series, appeared in 1875.

The anonymous author accompanied Hernando de Soto during Soto’s expedition 
in 1539-1543, which was the first exploration by Europeans of the southeast region of 
the United States. This eyewitness account, the primary source for the expedition, gives 
information about the journey and about Soto’s relations with the Indians. He landed 
at Tampa Bay on the west coast of Florida and led his men north to Georgia and the 
Carolinas, then west to Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas (as 
far west as Fort Smith). Soto died in 1542 on the banks of the Mississippi at Guachoya.

❊ Innocêncio II, 88: listing only volumes I-III. Porbase locates volumes I-IV only at 
the Biblioteca Nacional da Marinha (3 copies). Jisc locates no complete set.

BOUND WITH: 
[CASTANHOSO, Miguel de]. Historia das cousas que o muy esforçado 
capitão Dom Christovão da Gama fez nos Reynos do Preste João, com quatrocen-
tos Portugueses que consigo levou. Lisbon: Na Typografia da Academia 
[das Sciencias], 1855. 4º. Tomo I, N.II. (2 ll.), 93, (3) pp.

Second edition of this important account of Ethiopia, originally published in 1564. 
A second issue appeared in 1875. This is an eyewitness account of the expedition of 
Cristóvão da Gama (ca. 1516-1542) to Ethiopia and Somalia. In 1541 Gama, son of Vasco 
da Gama, was dispatched to the area (via the Red Sea) by his brother Estêvão da Gama, 
viceroy of India. Cristóvão, with 400 musketeers and 130 slaves, was to assist the Emperor 
of Ethiopia (the legendary “Prester John”) in his war against the Somali Muslim army of 
Imam Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Ghazi (Ahmad Gurey). Gama defeated the Muslim army 
four times, but in 1542 was captured and executed. His men mounted another expedition 
in order to avenge his death. Miguel de Castanhoso, who accompanied the expedition, 
composed this account.

❊ OCLC 23954212 and others. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional 
de Portugal. Jisc locates only a single copy, at the School of Oriental and African Studies.

AND BOUND WITH:
GANDAVO, Pero de Magalhães de. Historia da Prouincia Santa Cruz, 
a que vulgarmente chamamos Brasil, feita por … dirigida ao muito illustre 
senhor Dom Leonis Pereira, governador que foi de Malaca e das mais partes 
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do Sul na India. Lisbon: Na Typografia da Academia Real das Sciencias, 
1858. Tomo I, N. III. 4º. xx, 68 pp. [lacking the plate].

Second or third edition of the first book in Portuguese entirely devoted to Brazil, 
originally printed in Lisbon, 1576; of that edition, only eleven copies are known to exist. 
In 1858 a Rio de Janeiro edition was also published, based on the printed first edition. 
This Lisbon edition was based on a manuscript (see p. vii) whose whereabouts are pres-
ently unknown. (See Stetson’s edition of the Histories [1922] I, 49.)

Magalhães de Gandavo had travelled to Brazil in the 1560s, and thought his coun-
trymen did not appreciate its potential. His work is “virtually a glorification of Brazil, 
it invited the reader to emigrate to the colony using, in the words of Sergio Buarque 
de Holanda, ‘the language of an immigration agent’“ (Borba de Moraes). He discusses 
geography, climate, topography, flora and fauna, minerals, and the Indians: their religion, 
social and political order, customs, etc. Magalhães de Gandavo was widely quoted by 
contemporaries such as Herrera, Gil González Dávila, Berredo and La Popellinière. The 
complete Historia was not widely known until Ternaux printed a French translation as 
the second volume in the Voyages, relations et memoires, 1837.

❊ OCLC: 7525596 and others. Porbase locates 2 copies at the Biblioteca Nacional 
de Portugal and 3 at the Universidade Católica Portuguesa- Biblioteca João Paulo II. Jisc 
locates a single copy, at Oxford University.

AND BOUND WITH:
BERMUDEZ, D. João. Breve relação da embaixada que o patriarcha D. João 
Bermudez trouxe do Imperador da Ethiopia chamado vulgarmente Preste João, 
dirigida a El-Rei D. Sebastião. Lisbon: Na Typografia da Academia [Real 
das Sciencias], 1875. 4º. [Tomo I, N. IV]. Lithograph plate with coat-of-
arms and reproduction of stone plaque inscription for the bones of João 
Bermudez in the fourth work. vi pp., 1 plate, 127 pp. Original printed 
wrappers bound in.

Second edition of this important embassy to Ethiopia. The original Lisbon 1565 
edition is very rare. João Bermudez, a Galician, was a military surgeon and a clergyman. 
In 1520 he led an expedition to Ethiopia, where he was captured. Only in 1536 did he 
return to Portugal, as an envoy of the Ethiopian emperor. Three years later, Bermudes left 
for Goa, and then Ethiopia, where he lived from 1541 to 1556. He was named Patriarch 
of Ethiopia (as of 1559) and was the first to use the title “Patriarch of the East Indies.” 
Bermudes died in 1570 near Lisbon.

❊ OCLC 9343486. Porbase locates 4 copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, 
3 at the Universidade Católica Portuguesa-Biblioteca João Paulo II, and one each at the 
Universidade Nova de Lisboa and the Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo. Jisc locates 
a copy each at the British Library and the School of Oriental and African Studies.
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First Appearance of Euclid in Spain

8. EUCLID. Los seis libros primeros dela geometria de Euclides. Traduzidos en 
lengua española por Rodrigo Çamorano astrologo y mathematico, y cathedratico 
de cosmographia por su Magestad en la casa de la Contratacion de Seuilla. 
Dirigidos al jllustre señor Luciano de Negron, canonigo dela sancta yglesia 
de Seuilla. Seville: En Casa de Alonso de la Barrera, 1576. 4°, contempo-
rary limp vellum (ties missing, light stains), vertical manuscript short 
author and title on spine, in a recent quarter brick-red morocco over 
reddish-orange cloth folding box. Large woodcut arms of dedicatee on 
title-page. Numerous woodcut geometric designs in text. Large (13-
line) woodcut initial on first page of text; a few 4- and 5-line initials. 
Woodcut vignette tailpiece. Crisp. Light dampstain in lower blank 
margin of final 20 leaves. In fine condition. Bookplate from the Landau 
library, number 64704. 121, (1) ll., signed A4, B-P8, Q4, R2. A4 missigned 
“4”, M2 missigned “M3”. Leaf 11 unnumbered, 51 misnumbered 42, 
78 misnumbered 70, 84 misnumbered 76, 103 misnumbered 102, 105 
misnumbered 108, and 116 misnumbered 108.  $18,000.00

First Edition in Spanish, and the only edition of this translation prior to a Salamanca 
1999 reprint. It is also the first printing of any text by Euclid in Spain, in any language. 
Zamorano (b. 1542) was professor of cosmography at the Casa de la Contratación de las 
Indias, as well as an astrologer and mathematician. He later became piloto mayor to King 
Philip II and wrote the official navigation manual of the Spanish Navy at the time of 
the Armada. In the present book, he emphasizes the sciences of mechanics, astronomy, 
and cosmography.

Thomas-Stanford comments that this volume has the appearance of a schoolbook, 
which would account for its rarity, and notes that the few copies he had been able to 
examine were rather worn (pp. 16-17).

Euclid’s Elements, a collection of definitions, axioms, theorems, and proofs in 13 
books (of which six are included in this translation) is the oldest extant deductive treat-
ment of mathematics, and played an important role in the development of logic and 
modern science. One of the world’s most successful and influential textbooks, it was first 
published in Venice, 1482, and has appeared in over a thousand editions.

❊ Thomas-Stanford 43. Adams E1018. BL, Pre-1601 Spanish STC p. 74 (British Library 
copy with title-page mutilated). Palau 84721. Beardsley 95 (listing copies at the Biblioteca 
Nacional de España and University of Michigan). Catálogo colectivo E903. Salvá 2570. 
Heredia 4494. Steck III, 88. Duarte, Euclides, Arquimedes, Newton pp. 46, 48. Honeyman 
1011. Riccardi, Bibliografia euclidea, 1576 (1). Not in HSA. NUC: MiU, MB. OCLC: 23621006 
(Burndy Library, Indiana University, Houghton Library-Harvard University, University of 
Michigan, Brown University, Cambridge University, National Library of Wales), 560851127 
(British Library); 266086700 (Cambridge University); 57317460 (microfilm copy: Center 
for Research Libraries, ProQuest). CCPBE locates sixteen copies. Not located in Rebiun 
(which cites Salamanca 1999 and Mairena del Aljarafe 2006 editions). Jisc repeats the two 
copies at Cambridge University. Not in Orbis (which lists the Salamanca 1999 edition 
at SML). KVK (51 databases searched) adds one copy at Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale-
Roma, and one at Biblioteca Casanatense-Roma.
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Landmark of Brazilian Literature by the Pioneer of Brazilian Indianism: 
First, Suppressed Edition 

In a Contemporary Crimson Morocco Binding

*9. GAMA, José Basilio da. O Uraguay, poema …. Lisbon: Na Regia 
Officina Typografica, 1769. 8°, contemporary crimson morocco (spine 
somewhat darkened, otherwise only very minor wear), almost smooth 
spine with slightly raised bands caused by recessed cords, in three 
compartments, gilt fillets, covers with wide roll-tooled border in gilt, 
floral ornaments gilt at corners and a central medallion gilt, all text block 
edges gilt, faintly gauffered. Woodcut arms of the Conde de Oeiras 
(later Marquês de Pombal) on title page. Woodcut headpieces on pp. 
[1], [21], [47], [69] and [89]. Small woodcut tailpieces on pp. 19, 68, 87 
and 102. Light dampstaining in the lower blank margins of the final 8 
leaves. In fine condition. (3 ll.), 102 pp., (1 l., 1 integral blank l.).  
  $12,500.00

FIRST EDITION of a landmark of Brazilian literature. After the fall of the Marquês 
de Pombal, all available copies were suppressed, and Borba de Moraes describes this 
edition as “rare and sought after.” We have never seen another copy of this book in a 
contemporary goatskin binding. Moreover, the tooling is very different from any Portu-
guese binding of this period we have ever seen. Nor have we ever seen it in a contem-
porary binding of any color other than brown. Might the binding be Brazilian? A study 
of Brazilian colonial bindings is sorely needed; none of the experts we consulted could 
shed any light on this question.

The theme of this great epic is the Spanish and Portuguese campaign against the 
seven missionary villages in the region southeast of present-day Paraguay, whose Indian 
inhabitants had allegedly been incited by the Jesuits to revolt against the provisions of 
the Treaty of 1750. With its grandeur, pomp, and severe beauty, Basilio da Gama’s poetry 
establishes him as the pioneer of Brazilian Indianism, which was later to become a chief 
theme of Brazilian letters. Written in run-on blank verse, the poem breaks sharply from the 
classical manner and is sometimes cited as the first Romantic poem in Portuguese. Garrett, 
whose own Romanticism was considerably influenced by Gama, judged the Uraguay “the 
modern poem that is possessed of the most merit.” It is “the best, the most nearly perfect 
poem to be produced in the entire colonial period,” declared Ronald de Carvalho, and 
“will remain a point of reference in our literature, where we may encounter the hidden 
roots of that Romanticism that was to mark the dawn of our intellectual independence” 
(Pequena história da literatura brasileira pp. 153, 159). According to Bandeira, the Uraguay 
is “well, even brilliantly written; it contains beautiful descriptions of nature; and deep 
and sincere feeling is shown in the moving episode of the death of the heroine, Lindoia” 
(Brief History of Brazilian Literature p. 55).

The book includes on the final leaf sonnets in praise of the author by two 
important Brazilian authors, Joaquim Ignacio de Seixas Brandão and Ignacio José 
de Alvarenga Peixoto.

This was one of the earliest books printed at the Impressão Regia, which Pombal 
had established only a year earlier. It is dedicated to Pombal’s brother, Francisco Xavier 
de Mendonça Furtado (Lisboa, 1700-1769), governor general of Grão-Pará and Maranhão 
(1751-1759), and Secretário de Estado da Marinha e do Ultramar (1760-1769), who barely 
outlived the book’s publication.

José Basilio da Gama (1740-1795), born in Minas Geraes, came to Rio de Janeiro 
at the age of fifteen to study with the Jesuits. He fled to Portugal upon the Order’s 
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expulsion. Then, casting aside his novice’s robe, he traveled to Rome, where he was 
admitted to the Roman Arcadia under the name Termindo Sipilio. Several years later 
he returned to Lisbon via Brazil, but was imprisoned as a former Jesuit and sentenced 
to exile in Angola. A poem in honor of the Marquês de Pombal’s daughter led to 
forgiveness, while Gama’s increasingly anti-Jesuit attitude earned official favor. This 
was surely a factor in guiding his choice of subject for his epic, as well as his decision 
to dedicate the work to Pombal’s brother, with a laudatory sonnet to Pombal at the 
beginning. After the fall of Pombal, however, O Uraguay became a distinct liability. 
Gama was later given a post in the Secretariat of State, and died in Lisbon.

❊ Borba de Moraes (1983) I, 338-9; Período colonial pp. 148-50. Sacramento Blake IV, 
330-4. Mindlin, Highlights 12: “all of Basílio da Gama’s publications, whether anonymous 
or signed, are important as expressions of Brazilian literature. They are all extremely rare.” 
Innocêncio IV, 268-71. JCB, Portuguese and Brazilian Books 769/1. Leite VIII, 89 and 310. 
Rodrigues 2072. Sabin 26487. Pinto de Mattos (1970) p. 289. Palha 862. Holmes, Rarest Books 
in the Oliveira Lima Collection 153. Johnson, The Book in the Americas. The Role of Books & 
Printing in the Development of Culture and Society in Colonial Latin America, 70: “recognized 
as one of the outstanding works of early Brazilian literature.” Imprensa Nacional 73: no copy 
owned by the Imprensa Nacional. Ameal 1051. Not in Avila-Perez, Azevedo-Samodães 
or Monteverde. Goldberg, Brazilian Literature, pp. 54-7. Putnam, Marvelous Journey, pp. 
84-6. Saraiva and Lopes, História da literatura portuguesa (17th ed., 2001) p. 631. NUC: 
NN, ICN, MH. OCLC: 38621939 (New York Public Library, Stanford University, Beinecke 
Library-Yale University, Newberry Library, Enoch Pratt Free Library, John Carter Brown 
Library, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library-University of Toronto); 683383157 (Biblioteca 
do Senado Federal-Brasilia); 558843922 (British Library), 433391970 (Biblioteca Nacional 
de España). Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, and a 
microfilm copy at the same institution (without mention of the preliminary leaves, or 
the final integral blank). Jisc locates British Library only.

Handsome Thirty-Volume Work on the Natural and Civil History of Chile, 
With Two Volumes of Illustrations—Many Hand-Colored

10. GAY, Claudio. Historia fisica y politica de Chile, segun documentos 
adquiridos en esta Republica durante doce años de residencia en ella .... 30 
volumes. Paris: En la Imprenta de E. Thunot y Cª; text Paris: en casa 
del Autor and Chile: en el Museo de Historia Natural de Santiago, 
1844-1871. Large 4° (37 x 29 cm.) and large 8º, text in contemporary 
quarter green morocco over marbled boards, atlas in contemporary 
half morocco; spines gilt, some rubbed, head and tail of a few volumes 
frayed. Hinge of volume II of atlas strengthened; spines of 2 atlas vol-
umes and 4 volumes of text not quite uniform. Together 30 volumes 
(28 volumes text, in 8°, and 2 volumes atlas, in large 4°). Some foxing to 
text, very occasional marginal spotting to plates, tear in lower margin 
of one plate (affecting caption). A handsome set overall. Rubberstamps 
of former owner on all half-titles, and on titles of text volumes.  
 30 volumes. $50,000.00 

FIRST EDITION. Monumental account of the natural and civil history of Chile, 
with two volumes of beautiful illustrations, mostly hand-colored. Gay’s work set the 
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tone for all future historiographers of Chile with its meticulous examination of sources, 
including contemporary documents from the period immediately following the conquest.

The overall condition of this copy as well as the quality of the plates and coloring 
are far superior to most. In fact, many copies are without coloring altogether. In addi-
tion, this set has the complete text, which is unusual since the work was issued over a 
period of 27 years.

The two volumes of the atlas contain a total of 315 plates: one tinted lithographic 
frontispiece portrait; 20 engraved maps plus a folding cloth-backed map of Chile; two 
hand-colored plates of antiquities; 53 lithographic plates of views and costumes (12 
are hand-finished colored, 41 are tinted); and 238 hand-colored engraved plates (103 
botanical, 135 zoological).

The text is divided as follows: Historia, 8 volumes; Documentos, 2 volumes; Agricul-
tura, 2 volumes; Botánica, 8 volumes; and Zoología, 8 volumes.

Gay, a French botanist, was commissioned in 1830 by the government of Chile to 
carry out a thorough scientific survey of the country and to produce a detailed descrip-
tion of its geography, geology and natural history. To accomplish this, Gay traveled from 
province to province for eleven years. In 1839 he was persuaded to add political history 
to the project, but only the section of the work covering the history of Chile up to the 
time of the discovery and conquest are his work. When he became too busy writing the 
volumes on natural history, the task of writing the political history was handed over to 
Francisco de Paula Noriega. The five volumes of history covering the discovery to 1810 
are acknowledged to have flaws, but constitute the first reasonably complete picture of 
Chilean history written with modern historiographical methodology.

❊ Nissen, Zoology I, 1488 and Botanical 695. Palau 100869: “Es muy difícil reunir la 
obra completa.” Sabin 26779. Zimmer p. 237. McNeil & Deas 85. Feliu Cruz, Historiografía 
colonial de Chile I, 49-55, 68-82, 334-54. 

One of the Most Famous Plays of the Sixteenth Century

*11. GUARINI, [Giovanni] Battista. Il pastor fido, tragicomedia pastorale. 
Venice: Press. Gio. Battista Bonfadino, 1590. 4° (19.2 x 14.5 cm.), old 
limp vellum (lacks ties, soiled), horizontal manuscript title on spine, 
fore-edge cover extensions, text-block edges sprinkled red. Large 
woodcut printer’s device on title page. Woodcut initials, several rather 
large. Typographical and woodcut headpieces, woodcut tailpieces and 
vignettes. Title page with some soiling and light to middling dampstains. 
Occasional light dampstains, mostly in some outer margins. Final leaf 
repaired with bottom fifth of recto missing, causing loss of last two 
lines of text. In good condition. Old ink signature of Francisco Leitão 
Ferreira on title page. First line of leaf M3 recto corrected in ink in a 
contemporary hand. [138 ll.], signed A4, a2, B-Z4, Aa-Ll4.  $800.00

FIRST EDITION? The same year saw the appearance of a Ferrara edition, in 12º.
Guarini’s Il pastor fido, a pastoral tragicomedy set in Arcadia, is one of the most 

famous plays of the sixteenth century. Written in honor of the nuptials of the Duke of 
Savoy and Catherine of Austria in 1585, it was first published in Venice, 1590, and revised 
by the author through 20 editions, the latest to be revised in the author’s lifetime being 
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that of Venice, 1602. Il pastor fido inspired many composers of madrigals (including 
Claudio Monteverdi, Giaches de Wert, and Heinrich Schütz) as well as Handel’s opera 
of the same name, first performed in 1712.

Provenance: Francisco Leitão Ferreira (Lisbon, 1667-Lisbon, 1735? or 1755?), Portu-
guese poet and historian, was a secular priest, prior of the Loreto church, and member 
of the Academia Real de História. He belonged to various literary societies of the time, 
and contributed to the Fénix renascida, Eva e Ave, and the Memórias historicas e panegíricas 
of Frei Manuel de Sá, in addition to several works which appeared independently under 
his own name. See Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, I, 467-8.

❊ Brunet II, 1774: “Edition rare et regardée comme la première de cette Pastorale”. 
Chiesa. Teatro italiano del Cinquecento, 122. Choix XIII, 21504. Gay III, 665: “Première édi-
tion rare”. Graesse III, 167. Adams G1430. British Library, Pre-1601 Italian STC, p. 317. 
KVK (51 databases searched) locates copies at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Münschen, 
Universitätsbibliothek der Freien Universität Berlin, Hauptbibliothek- Universitätsbiblio-
thek Basel, Bibliothek Münstergasse—Universitätsbibliothek Bern, Université de Genève, 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preußischer Kulturbesitz (war loss, not possible to consult this 
copy), Universitätsbibliothek Tübingen, Wolfenbüttel, Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Göt-
tigen, Universitätsbibliothek Kiel, Wiemar—Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek, Hamburg 
Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek. 

Encyclopedic Work on Oriental Languages and Cultures

12. HERBELOT DE MOLAINVILLE, Barthélemy d’. Bibliotheque Ori-
entale ou Dictionaire Universel contenant Generalement tout ce qui regarde la 
connoissance des Peuples de l’Orient. Leurs histoires et traditions veritables 
ou fabuleuses, leurs religions, sectes et politique. Leurs gouvernement, loix, 
coütumes, moeurs, guerres, & les révolutions de leurs empires. Leurs sciences, 
et leurs arts. Leurs théologie, mythologie, magie, physique, morale, médecine, 
mathématiques, histoire naturelle, chronologie, géographie, observations 
astronomiques, grammaire, & réthorique. Les vies et actions remarquables de 
tous leurs saints, docteurs, philosophes, historiens, poëtes, capitaines, & de 
tous ceux qui se sont rendus illustres parmi eux, par leur vertu, ou par leur 
savoir. Des jugemens critiques, et des extraits de tous leurs ouvrages, de leurs 
traitez, traductions, commentaires, abregez, recüeils de fables, de sentences, de 
maximes, de proverbes, de contes, de bons mots, & de tous leurs livres écrits 
en Arabe, en Persan, ou en Turc, sur toutes sortes de sciences, d’arts, & de 
professions. Paris: Par la Compagnie des Libraires, 1697. Folio (38.5 x 
26.5 cm), a distinguished binding in a sorry state: early full mottled 
calf (scuffed, edges much worn), gilt spine with raised bands in seven 
compartments (crude repairs to spine, especially at head and foot, both 
joints cracking), gilt-tooled arms on spine of Rohan-Soubise (see below). 
Title page printed in red and black; elaborate woodcut headpieces, tail-
pieces and initials. Scattered foxing and light browning; paper defect 
in margin not affecting text on Rrr iii; tear in text without loss on Hhhh 
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ii. Internally very good; overall in good condition. Bound for Charles 
de Rohan, Prince de Soubise et d’Epinoy, duc de Rohan-Rohan (1715-
1787) (see below). Scattered early marginal notes in various hands. On 
title page, a three-line purchase inscription dated 1921 and four-line 
purchase inscription from Santos (?), dated 1922, noting offer to Salazar 
(?). Engraved frontispiece portrait, (16 ll.), 1059 (1) pp., with frequent 
mispagination (see below).  $1,400.00

FIRST EDITION of an encyclopedic work on oriental languages and cultures: Herbelot 
de Molainville read Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Aramaic, Syriac, and Hebrew. An ambitious 
work 3 decades in the making, the Bibliothèque orientale was completed and published 
posthumously by Antoine Galand. It is largely a translation of the Arabic bibliography 
of Hadji Khalfa, but incorporates many other Arabic and Turkish compilations: about 
100 are cited as sources in the preliminary leaves. It is written in the form of a diction-
ary, from “Ab” to “Zouzeni,” with a supplement (pp. 941-1032) and a lengthy subject 
index (pp. 1033-59). As set out on the title page, the Bibliothèque covers topics ranging 
from poetry, fables, mythology, and morals to mathematics, medicine, and astronomy.

Brunet noted that from 1697 to 1776 no new compendium had been written, so 
that although it was somewhat out of date, the Bibliothèque continued to be “toujours 
très-recherché.” It was printed again at Maastricht, 1776, with a supplement of 1780 by 
Claude de Visdelou. Editions also appeared in Paris, 1781-84, and The Hague, 1777-99.

Barthélemy d’Herbelot de Molainville (Paris, 1625-Paris, 1695) was one of the leading 
scholars of oriental languages of the seventeenth century. After studying Asian languages 
at the University of Paris, he sought to gain fluency by speaking with Asians in Italian 
seaports. After living on a pension in Fouquet’s home, he was appointed secretary and 
interpreter of Eastern languages for the king of France. Grand-Duke Ferdinand II of 
Tuscany tried to lure him away, but Colbert persuaded Herbelot to return to France. In 
1692 he became chair of Syriac at the Collège Royal.

The volume includes numerous errors in pagination and quire signatures: pagination 
skips 305-306 but text follows. Page 324 misnumbered as 316. Page 461 is misnumbered 
as 469. Leaf Rrr iij is not signed. Leaf Yyy iij is missigned as Zzz iij. Pages 800-801 repeat, 
but text follows. Page 871 is misnumbered as 863. Page 1040 is misnumbered as 1400. 
Leaf Zii is misbound following Ziii.

Provenance: gilt-tooled arms on the spine are Olivier plate 2034, Stamps 8 and 9. 
Charles de Rohan was a bibliophile who led an impressive military career and rose to 
the rank of Marshal of France. He was an intimate of King Louis XV and Madame de 
Pompadour.

❊ Brunet II, 664. Zischka 15. Graesse II, 376. Hamilton, Europe and the Arab World, 36: 
“one of the landmarks in Arabic studies.” Not in the Atabey sale, which had the editions 
of Maastricht, 1776 and Paris, 1781-84 (lots 563-564). 

Breeding Horses

*13. [HORSES]. Regimento da criação dos cavallos, novamente emendado, 
e accrescentado por decreto, e resoluçoens da Sua Magestade em consultas da 
Junta do Tres Estados do Reino. Lisbon: Na Officina de Antonio Vicente da 
Silva, 1767. Folio (31.3 x 21.5 cm.), disbound. Large woodcut Portuguese 
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royal arms on title page. Large woodcut initial on p. 3. Some minor 
soiling to title page. Light dampstains to final two leaves. Overall clean 
and crisp, in good to very good condition. Old ink signature on title 
page. Seven line ink commentary in blank lower portion of p. 42, dated 
8 December 1770. A few contemporary ink marginal annotations. Final 
leaf paginated 43-44 in early nineteenth-century ink manuscript, at 
center of upper blank margins. Early nineteenth-century ink foliation, 
102-123, in upper outer corners of each leaf recto. 42 pp., (1 l.). SOLD

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of these additions, dated 1759 and 1766, to the regula-
tions for the breeding of horses of 1692 and 1736. The earlier regulations are printed on 
pp. 3-30 and [31]-42 respectively. P. [31] begins with the caption title about stud farms, 
“Novas instrucçoens sobre o regimento das coudelarias.” The additions are to be found 
on the final unnumbered leaf recto.

❊ Not located in Innocêncio. Not in Dom Diogo de Bragança, VIII Marques de 
Marialva, Biblioteca de Arte Equestre; cf. 646 for the 1693 edition of the 1692 regulations. 
Not in Huth, Works on Horses and Equitation. Not in Torrecilla, Indice de bibliografia hipica 
española e portuguesa. OCLC: 54204263 (Beinecke Library-Yale University). Not located in 
Porbase, which cites Regimentos of 1645, 1693 and 1769. Not located in Jisc. Not located 
in KVK (51 databases searched).

BOUND WITH: 
Six leaves extensive ink manuscript commentary in an early nineteenth-
century hand on bluish “papel sellado”. Paginated 45-55; foliated 124-
129, in the same hands and positions as done for the printed text. In 
very good condition.

Luxuriously Bound 
Illustrated by George Cruikshank

*14. LE SAGE, Alain René. The Adventures of Gil Blas of Santillane. 
Translated From the French of Le Sage by T. Smollett, M.D. To which is 
Prefixed a Memoir of the Author, by Thomas Roscoe. Illustrated by George 
Cruikshank. 2 volumes. London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, 
1833. 8°, later full crimson morocco, spines richly gilt with raised bands 
in six compartments, gilt title, author and volumes in second and third 
compartments from head, covers with triple gilt borders, edges of covers 
with gilt fillets, inner dentelles gilt, marbled endleaves, red silk ribbon 
place markers, top edges gilt. Fine to very fine condition. Lithograph 
armorial bookplates of The Rev. B. Longland, with motto “Prospero que 
Se Dulo”. Small paper stickers with red borders and typed library shelf 
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marks in lower inner corners of front pastedown endleaves. [iii]-xxiv, 
2, 418 pp., 6 plates; [iii]-xii, 420 pp., 6 plates. 2 volumes. $800.00

L’Histoire de Gil Blas de Santillane is a picaresque novel by Alain-René Lesage published 
between 1715 and 1735. It is considered to be the last masterpiece of the picaresque genre. 
It influenced a wide variety of later authors, from Swift to Sacher-Masoch to Mark Twain, 
as well as Dostoyevsky, Wilkie Collins, and Edgar Allen Poe.

❊ See Evans, The Life and Art of George Cruikshank, 1792-1878, p. 79. 

Important Contemporary Source for History of Venice, 1509-1516

*15. MOCENIGO, Andrea. Bellum Cameracense. Venice: Bernardino dei 
Vitali, 1525. 8°, nineteenth-century marbled boards (spine and corners 
worn), burgundy leather lettering piece (slightly chipped), gilt letter. 
Woodcut initials. Italic type throughout, except for title page and head-
ings. Very occasional light foxing. Small light dampstain in outer margins 
of 20 leaves. Internally very good to fine; overall in good to very good 
condition. A few contemporary or early manuscript ink annotations. 
Small, neat, old ink Jesuit college ownership inscription in upper outer 
corner of title page. (188 ll.).  $3,600.00

FIRST EDITION, with a reference to Hispaniola on leaf q8v, as well as a reference to 
the Portuguese in India under King Manuel I, which begins on q8v and continues on to 
leaf r1r. This work is the most important contemporary source for the history of Venetian 
territory in the period 1509-1516. 

The Bellum Cameracense is a history of the Italian wars of 1508 to 1516, in which shift-
ing alliances fought for control of Northern Italy. The League of the Cambrai, 1508-10, 
was an alliance initially formed by Pope Julius II, together with Holy Roman Emperor 
Maximilian I, King Louis XII of France, King Ferdinand II of Aragón, and several Italian 
city-states against the Republic of Venice, with the aim of checking Venice’s territo-
rial expansion. The Republic was soon on the verge of ruin. Its army was defeated by 
the French at Agnadello (1509); most of the territories it had occupied were lost; and 
Maximilian entered Venetia. The Republic had to make concessions to the pope and to 
Ferdinand. The Republic emerged from the war having suffered serious losses, but by 
no means crushed. 

The League of the Cambrai gave way to the Holy League against the French. 
This was an alliance formed (1510-11) by Pope Julius II during the Italian Wars for the 
purpose of expelling Louis XII of France from Italy, thereby consolidating papal power. 
Venice, the Swiss cantons, Ferdinand II of Aragón, Henry VIII of England, and Holy 
Roman Emperor Maximilian I were the chief members of the league. The Swiss, who 
did most of the fighting, routed the French at Novara (1513), but in the same year Julius 
II died and the league fell apart. The French victory (1515) at Marignano reestablished 
the French in Lombardy.

The work is dedicated to Andrea Gritti who had led a force of Venetians as proveditor 
and later served as commander of the Venetian forces. An Italian translation appeared 
in 1544.

❊ Adams M1518. Alden & Landis 525/11. British Museum, Pre-1601 Italian STC, 
p. 442. JCB I, i, 94. Cicogna 792. Short-Title Catalog of Books Printed in Italy and of Books in 
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Italian Printed Abroad, 1501-1600, Held in Selected North American Libraries, II, 403. Not in 
Harrisse or Additions. Not located in Porbase. KVK (51 databases searched) locates copies 
in Staatliche Bibliothek Neuburg an der Donau, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München, 
Staats- und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg; online resource at Bibliothek der Ludwig-Max-
imilians-Universität München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München; Staatsbibliothek 
zu Berlin—Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Frankfurt-Universitätsbibliothek J. C. Senckenberg, 
Universitätsbibliothek Marburg, Halle / Saale-Franckesche Stiftungen Bibliothek, Han-
nover—Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel Herzog-August-Bibliothek, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Universität Wien. 

Outstanding, Large Copy, Bound in Contemporary Crimson Morocco

*16. OLIVEIRA, Luiz da Silva Pereira. Privilegios da nobreza, e fidalguia 
de Portugal …. Lisbon: Na Nova Officina de João Rodrigues Neves, 1806. 
4°, contemporary crimson straight-grained morocco (only the slightest 
wear at some extremities), smooth spine richly gilt with olive morocco 
lettering piece (cracking), covers with gilt tooled border, gilt vases in 
corners, and large design with gilt tooled vases and urns at center, gilt 
tooling to edges of boards and spine, all edges gilt, marbled endleaves. 
A large copy, printed on thick paper of excellent quality. Overall in very 
fine condition. Armorial bookplate of the Condes de Bomfim; letterpress 
shelf location tag in upper outer corner of front pastedown endleaf. 
Blindstamp of Condes de Bomfim on title-page. xii, 344 [i.e. 346, with 
303-4 bis] pp., (2 ll.).  $4,000.00

FIRST EDITION. The second and third parts, with continuous pagination, begin on 
pp. 211 and 289 respectively. This guide to the privileges of the nobility includes such 
sections as “Das officios mecanicos incompativeis com a nobreza, e destructivos de seus 
brilhantes privilegios” (pp. 181-9). There are separate sections on the origins and privileges 
of the nobility and of fidalgos and cavalleiros. Innocêncio noted that although the laws 
had been changed by his time, he still considered this an interesting and useful book.

Provenance: Armorial bookplate (“Condes do Bomfim” appears beneath the arms); 
see Avelar Duarte, Ex-libris portugueses heráldicos p. 275 (nº 770). The first Conde, José 
Lúcio Travassos Valdez (1787-1862), served in the Peninsular Wars and was in charge of 
putting down both the rebellion under the Conde de Amarante in 1823 and the Miguel-
ist insurrection in Tras-os-Montes a few years later. He was governor of Madeira and 
served with Costa Cabral and Rodrigo da Fonseca on the Conselho. When the Maria da 
Fonte movement broke out he was named commander of the government forces in the 
south, but having been captured in late 1846 by the Duque de Saldanha, was deported 
along with his two eldest sons to Angola for the duration of the war. Travassos Valdez’s 
oldest son, José Bento Travassos Valdez, succeeded to the title. The third Conde, José 
Lúcio Travassos Valdez (1841-1926) was born in Luanda.

❊ Innocêncio V, 324; XVI, 71: calling for xii, 345 pp. and 3 pp. errata; this copy has 
4 pp. errata, the first with a “Protestação” occupying the upper half. Not in Palha. NUC: 
ICN, DCU-IA, MiU, MH (calling for xii, 344 pp.). 
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1539: Bread as Collateral

17. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. João III, King of Portugal 1521-1557]. Ley 
sobre o pam que se vende fiado. E sobre o que se empresta a pagar em pam. 
[Colophon] Lisbon: Em casa de Germão Galharde empremidor, 1539. 
Folio (27 x 18.5 cm.), disbound, laid into later marbled wrappers. Cap-
tion title, seven-line woodcut initial, round gothic type. In very good 
condition. Old but later ink inscription, “Lei de 25 de Fevereiro de 
1539,” at top of recto of first leaf. Contemporary (authentication?) ink 
signature, “Alvarez,” below colophon on recto of second leaf. (2 ll.)  
  $4,500.00

FIRST EDITION. This law regulates loans made against a given amount of bread 
where the term of the loan is unspecified. It was meant to deter those who made such 
loans and then called for payment once the price of bread had risen substantially.

❊ King Manuel 355. Anselmo 619: citing two copies in the Biblioteca Nacional, 
Lisbon, and one at Harvard (Palha 275). Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature 
Before 1850. Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional, Catálogo dos impressos de tipografia portuguesa do 
século XVI, 715. Not in Adams. Not in Thomas, Pre-1601 Portuguese STC. Not in Lisbon, 
Academia das Ciências, Livros quinhentistas portugueses. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 
503861488 (British Library); 78278575 (Harvard University); 922083648 (Biblioteca Nacio-
nal de España); also the 1562 edition in a microform copy (81343074). Porbase locates 
three copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and two at the Biblioteca Geral da 
Universidade de Coimbra. Jisc repeats British Library only. KVK (51 databases searched) 
locates only copies cited by Porbase.

Statutes of Portuguese Hospital in Rome

18. ROME (City). Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da Naçaõ Portuguesa 
de Roma. Estatutos da veneravel Igreja e Hospital de Santo Antonio da 
Nação Portuguesa de Roma. Rome: Impressa na Rev. Cam. Apost., 1683. 
4°, nineteenth-century (ca. 1875?) blind-stamped olive cloth (minor 
wear at extremities), smooth spine with gilt letter, marbled endleaves. 
Woodcut of St. Anthony on title-page. Woodcut initials and tailpieces. 
Printed on excellent quality paper. Uncut. Occasional light spotting. In 
very good to fine condition. Bookplate of Aníbal Fernandes Thomáz. 
Substantial note of six lines in pencil by Fernandes Thomáz on verso of 
front free endleaf. 153 [i.e., 151, with pp. 145-6 skipped in numbering, 
as required], (4 ll.).  $2,500.00

FIRST EDITION of the statutes of the Portuguese church and hospital of Saint 
Anthony at Rome, difficult to obtain with the 4 leaves of index at the end. The hospital 
was founded in 1440 by D. Antão Martins de Chaves, Cardinal-Bishop of Porto (under the 
aegis of the Portuguese church in Rome) for the care of resident nationals and pilgrims.

Set out here are the administration, daily operation, staffing, finances and admission 
standards of the hospital. The Estatutos also specify the legal obligations and liabilities 
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of the institution, wages, penalties for various employee abuses and the duties of the 
physicians, pharmacist, archivist, accountant, nurses, barber-surgeons and cook (with 
the kitchen’s opening and closing times). Pages 54-8 contain a chapter on “Couzas per-
tencentes á hospidalidade e enfermeria.” Book III (pp. 129-51) deals exclusively with the 
hospital, giving detailed information on its administration. The church, built by Martino 
Lunghi, was completed in 1652. 

This work is rare. Complete copies such as the present one, with the four unnumbered 
index leaves at the end, are even more difficult to obtain. A second edition appeared in 
Rome, 1863; a third was published in the same city in 1872.

Provenance: Aníbal [or Annibal] Fernandes Thomáz [or Tomás], 1849-1911. Writer, 
government official, and distinguished bibliophile, he was also a collector of ex-libris, 
super-libris, rare books, and prints. Fernandes Thomaz was born in Figueira-da-Foz and 
served as a postal inspector in Lisbon, as well as in other government posts. Concur-
rently he formed an outstanding library of books and prints and published prolifically 
on bibliographical and historical topics. His writings include works on Camões, Por-
tuguese bookplates, Portuguese super-libris, Portuguese engravers, and engraved and 
lithographic portraits. His library was sold at auction in 1912; the catalogue is one of the 
most important for Portuguese books. 

❊ Krivatsy 6127: calling for 153 pp. Bibl. del Senato, Catalogo ... di statuti VI: 264-5. 
Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Wellcome IV, 553. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade 
de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca 
da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Pinto de Mattos (1970) p. 260. Fernandes Thomáz 1851 
(presumably the present copy); see also 1850 (without the index). Monteverde 2206: calling 
for only 153 pp. No Roman imprints in the Portuguese language are listed in Thomas, 
Goldsmith, or Penny (1938). OCLC: 28453321 (Wellcome Library); 311643347 (Württem-
bergische Landesbibliothek); 14325754 (University of California-Los Angeles, National 
Library of Medicine, Bio Med Library-University of Minnesota, British Library). Porbase 
locates three copies at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and one at Arquivo Nacional da 
Torre do Tombo. Jisc repeats Wellcome Library and British Library.

Best Portuguese Work of its Day on Anatomy,  
With Numerous Illustrations by One of Portugal’s Best Engravers;  

Contemporary Annotations

*19. SANTUCCI, Bernardo. Anatomia do corpo humano, recopilada com 
doutrinas medicas, chimicas, filosoficas, mathematicas, com indices, e estam-
pas, representantes todas as partes do corpo humano. Lisboa Occidental: Na 
Officina de Antonio Pedrozo Galram, 1739. 4°, contemporary sheep 
(somewhat worn, especially at the corners, lacks front free endleaf, rear 
free endleaf loose), spine gilt with raised bands in six compartments, 
morocco label (slightly chipped), gilt letter, text block edges rouged. 
Woodcut headpieces, tailpieces and initials. Internally very good to 
fine; overall good to very good. Substantial and varied manuscript 
notations on front pastedown endleaf, blank verso of final leaf, and 
final endleaves. Inscription on front pastedown: “Anno de 1769 // em 
mês Abril // Este Livro // He De //Jeronimo José da Jama [illeg.].” A 
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slightly later ink inscription: “[illeg.] hojé é ... António Ferrª Pinto,” is 
scored, and a later ink inscription (nineteenth century?) added: “João 
L[illeg.] Carvalho [illeg.].” In upper outer blank corner of title-page is 
an illegible twentieth-century ownership inscription in light blue ink. 
Verso of blank flyleaf at end has ownership inscription: “Este Livro 
he de // Antonio [illeg.] Pinto Machado [name crossed out] // com-
prou em Barcouço ao Snr. // João Lopes Coelho d’Maia [?] Pereira // 
Sousa custou = 1200/3 [illeg.] // Morte de [?] aos 9 d. dezembro // 
69 annos.” Another inscription on same leaf: “Hoje Pinto [illeg.] // de 
José Gomes de Figueiredo // Morte de 26 de Feverº 1861.” Assorted 
recipes for cures are on the verso of p. 471, the recto of the back flyleaf, 
and the back pastedown, including one for a stomach ailment and one 
for tuberculosis. (40 ll.), 471 pp., 18 engraved plates.  $1,500.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. This is generally acknowledged to be the first such work 
in the Portuguese language, and the best work on anatomy in Portuguese of its time. 
Ferreira de Mira, paraphrasing Serrano, states that “no seu tempo não havia outro tão 
bom no nosso idioma” (p. 205). The first 40 leaves are mostly illustrations. The extensive 
text, referring to these illustrations, describes all the parts of the body, including what 
they should look like and what famous physicians have said about them.

In 1732 Santucci (a native of Cortona, Italy) came at the invitation of D. João V to 
replace the controversial Monravá e Roca as professor of anatomy at the Hospital de 
Todos os Santos in Lisbon. This work was written (but not published) in Santucci’s native 
Italian, then translated by Celestino Seguineau. Monravá e Roca, still practicing in Lisbon, 
published a scathing attack on Santucci’s Anatomia in the same year: Desterro critico de 
falsas anatomias. (Monravá’s own works on anatomy are considered to have serious flaws.) 
Santucci’s careful teaching style was the opposite of Monravá’s, and apparently aroused 
such dislike among physicians and surgeons that D. João dismissed Santucci in 1747.

The well-executed plates show the skeletal, muscular and circulatory systems, the 
structure of the brain, eye, ear, and so on. Of particular interest are plates VI and VIII, 
which show the fetus in utero and a five-month fetus standing upright, the better to display 
its developing organs. Twenty-six of the preliminary leaves give detailed explanations of 
each part of each illustration. The engraver, Miguel le Bouteux (i.e. Jean Baptiste Michel 
le Bouteux, 1682-1764) came to Portugal under D. João V and worked there from 1728 
until his death. Soares judges him the superior of Debrie and Rochefort, his compatriots 
who came to Portugal at the same time.

The catalogue of the Faculdade de Medicina of Lisbon calls for 26 unnumbered 
leaves following the text. This is probably an error, since there are 26 leaves describing 
the plates among the 40 preliminary leaves. The collation given in NUC agrees with our 
copy. Innocêncio calls for one fewer preliminary leaf.

❊ Innocêncio I, 384 and XIII, 398: calling for only 39 preliminary leaves; “não 
apparecem muitos exemplares.” Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção 
portuguesa I, 273-4. National Library of Medicine, Eighteenth-Century STC p. 301: calling 
for only 471 pp. Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Biblioteca da Escola Médico-Cirurgica do Porto 
3633: calling for 471 pp., 26 unnumbered pp., plus 18 plates. Soares, História da gravura 
artística em Portugal 366. Ferreira de Mira, História da medicina portuguesa pp. 204-5. Gon-
çalves Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal 695. NUC: CtY-M, NcD-MC, OkU, MBCo, ICJ, 
DNLM. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc locates a 
copy at Wellcome Library.
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Critiques of 1813-1814 Papers on Vaccination, Elephantiasis, Fevers

20. SILVA, José Bonifacio de Andrada e. Discurso, contendo a historia 
da Academia Real das Sciencias, desde 25 de junho de 1814 até 24 de Junho 
de 1815. [Lisbon?: Academia Real das Sciencias?, 1815?]. 4°, disbound. 
Caption title. Single small round wormhole throughout, touching a 
few letters of text. Second small hole in final two leaves, not affecting 
any text. Slight soiling on first leaf, otherwise crisp and clean. In good 
condition. Contemporary manuscript notes on recto of final blank leaf. 
xxix pp., (1 blank l.).  $1,200.00

First separate edition. Andrada e Silva had published a few earlier works in the 
Memorias of the Academy and in journals beginning in 1813. Here, as Secretary of the 
Academy, he lists and critiques the papers submitted to the Academy in the previous 
year, which included works on medicine (vaccine, elephantiasis, fevers), mineralogy (with 
one on the mines of Brazil), astronomy, grammar and literature, and political history.

José Bonifacio de Andrada e Silva (1763-1838), often referred to as the “Patriarch 
of Brazilian Independence,” is described by Martin as the “tireless promoter of Brazil’s 
literary independence and patriarch of its relatively peaceful political independence in 
1822. He was an Enlightenment figure who distinguished himself in scholarship and 
scientific research, whilst occupying a number of important administrative posts in 
Portugal and Brazil … He was perhaps the most widely read and productive man of 
letters of the era in Latin America.” A native of São Paulo, Andrada e Silva studied law 
at Coimbra; soon thereafter his aptitude for the natural sciences was noticed by the Duke 
of Lafões, who arranged his membership in the Academia Real das Sciencias. From 1790 
to 1800 he travelled through Europe at government expense to learn methods currently 
in use in natural history and metallurgy, and on his return served as Intendente Geral 
das Minas. During the Peninsular War he rose quickly to the rank of lieutenant-colonel 
and superintendent of police in Porto. When he returned to Brazil, in 1819, he began 
working for Brazilian independence and was soon named royal minister and deputy to 
the Assembleia. Soon after, however, he was sent into European exile for seven years. 
When D. Pedro abdicated as emperor of Brazil, he entrusted the tutelage of his children 
to José Bonifacio. Andrada published a plethora of works in the early 1820s, including a 
few that were published under D. Pedro’s name. He was a member of numerous learned 
societies in Europe and the Americas (see Innocêncio for a list), including the American 
Philosophical Society.

❊ Innocêncio IV, 277. Not in Sacramento Blake, who lists similar works from other 
years; see also IV, 344-50. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da Colecção 
Portuguesa. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do 
Porto. Not in Borba de Moraes. Not in JCB Portuguese and Brazilian Books. On the author 
see Martin, “Literature, Music and Art of Latin America from Independence to c. 1870,” 
Cambridge History of Latin America III, 804. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 696394047 (Uni-
versity of Iowa); 812619122 (John Carter Brown Library). Porbase locates a copy at the 
Biblioteca Municipal de Elvas. Not located in Jisc.
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Varnhagen Defends His Theories Regarding Vespucci’s Voyages

21. VARNHAGEN, Francisco Adolpho de, Visconde do Porto Seguro. 
Examen de quelques points de l’histoire géographique du Brésil, comprenant 
des éclaircissements nouveaux sur le second voyage de Vespucce, sur les 
explorations des côtes septentrionales du Brésil par Hojeda et par Pinzon, sur 
l’ouvrage de Navarrete, sur la véritable ligne de démarcation de Tordesillas, sur 
l’Oyapoc ou Vincent Pinzon, sur le véritable point de vue où doit se placer tout 
historien du Brésil, etc. Ou analyse critique du rapport de M. d’Avezac sur la 
récent Histoire Générale du Brésil. Paris: Imprimerie de L. Martinet, 1858. 
8°, later blue quarter cloth over marbled boards (minor wear), original 
printed wrappers (foxed) bound in. Very slight browning; occasional 
slight foxing and soiling. Still, in good to very good condition. 70 pp., 
1 world map depicting two hemispheres.  $600.00

First separate edition. D’Avezac had criticized Varnhagen’s Historia on several 
grounds, especially Varnhagen’s interpretations of Vespucci’s voyages. Varnhagen pre-
sented new arguments and facts to substantiate his theories at a meeting of the Société 
de Geographie, in whose Bulletin this work was originally printed. The engraved map 
shows the different placements, as calculated by Varnhagen and d’Avezac, of the line of 
demarcation prescribed by the Treaty of Tordesillas.

❊ Borba de Moraes (1983) II, 879. Sacramento Blake II, 376. Innocêncio II, 322. Palau 
352860. Bellido 25. Horch 51, 356. Rodrigues 2427. 
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